
COVID-19 – All the information you need for a 
safe travel 

FOR YOU 

Dear friends of Nevio Camping, we strongly believe in the friendly relations we have been 
building with our guests for years. Despite being aware that your plans have changed due to 
the extraordinary circumstances around us, health and security of our guests and employees 
remain our highest priority. 

You can rest assured that we will continue to bring decisions in line with all the instructions of 
health institutions to be able to share unforgettable moments with you soon. 

Adjusting to the global situation, we need to follow the recommendations and act responsibly 
in order to contribute to prevention and reduction of the risk for all of us.  

This is the reason why we decided to close our campsite until 11.05.2020. As we continue to 
monitor the situation both in Croatia and abroad, we will keep you informed accordingly. 

YOUR SAFETY COMES FIRST 

We'd like to stress one more time that looking after the health and safety of our guests, 
employees and the wider community is currently our biggest priority, and that nothing will 
change in this respect once we reopen our facilities. In response to the situation with the 
coronavirus, we have implemented additional measures to keep you safe when you decide to 
visit us again. We have improved the already high sanitation standards across our facilities: we 
now apply even more efficient cleaning procedures, disinfect all rooms in our facilities more 
thoroughly and frequently, and implement all the measures prescribed by the National Civil 
Protection Authority and the World Health Organization (WHO) as well as other relevant 
recommendations of the healthcare and government authorities. 

Below is a list of the procedures and measures implemented to keep the guests and employees 
at Nevio Camping safe: 



 
 

Even though no suspected or confirmed cases of the coronavirus have been reported in our 
facilities, we'd like you to know that we are prepared for such a situation. Guests who suspect 
they have the disease will be asked to contact the reception desk staff who will then, together 
with the facility manager, inform a competent physician/epidemiologist about it, make sure to 
isolate the person with symptoms and help them with anything they might need, for example 
provide them food, water, medicines as well as healthcare services, either at the location or at 
the nearest healthcare facility. 

BOOK A TRAVEL WITHOUT ANY WORRIES 

Dear guests, please keep safe, listen to instructions of the experts and use this situation to 
learn something new, read a book you've always wanted to or think about your next holiday in 
our beautiful destination, in Orebić, Pelješac peninsula. 

Think about all the nice moments awaiting you and choose your next dream holiday.  

We hope that the situation will improve soon to let you enjoy planning your future travels and 
creating new, unforgettable experiences. 

Please remember, connection is essential for coping with social distancing, so we invite you to 
follow us on social media and keep in touch.  

Nevio Camping sends you warm and sunny greetings! 

 


